Smart Consumer
Awareness
Sustainable food consumption through
sustainability information
Informational Govenance

In this project consumers receive information about the
environmental impacts of their food through modern media.
Background
Food production can have negative environmental impacts that are not
known to consumers. In the project Smart Consumer Awareness groups
of consumers receive information about the environmental impacts of
their food through modern media. It is expected that this stimulates
them to buy more sustainable products, thereby reducing the negative
impact of food production and processing on the environment.

Key mechanism of informational governance
Informational governance arrangements are developed to transfer
sustainability information to consumers with the aim of influencing
consumers’ food purchasing behavior. The key successfactor for such
arrangements is low transaction costs for consumers in incorporating
sustainability information into their decision making processes.

Approach
We conducted experiments with consumers who are confronted with
various ‘informational governance arrangements’ to investigate the
effectiveness of such arrangements. The initial experiments were
carried out in the ‘virtual supermarket’.

The virtual supermarket: a three dimensional virtual environment in which consumers
can navigate and shop for products.

Highlights project
• Focusing on consumers’ food
purchasing decisions
• Characterizing key mechanism of
informational governance
• Conducting experiments with different
informational arrangements
• Identifying determinants of effective
informational governance
arrangements

The virtual supermarket
The virtual supermarket, developed by Wageningen UR
and GreenDino, is a three-dimensional virtual environment
used as a research tool for consumer behavior. Three
large plasma screens offer a realistic and immersive
environment in which consumers can navigate and shop
for products, while their behavior is recorded. The setup
of the supermarket as well as the products can be
manipulated by the researcher. The tool has been used
to study food pricing and labeling strategies.

Conceptual framework

Front-of-pack labels used for products in the virtual supermarket.
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out based on the results of the above experiment. For
instance, experiments in which we provide quantitative
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sustainability information to consumers through ‘true
pricing’, or a monetized estimate of the environmental
impact of products. Ideally these experiments would
be carried out in a physical supermarket.

Fruits and vegetables in the virtual supermarkets for the experiment.
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